Exhibit 26
SECRET

1. ACTION REQUIRED: CANDIDATES QUALIFY TO BE TRANSFERRED TO THE JOINT INTERROGATION FACILITY (JIF), PROVIDED AGREES TO 1) PROVIDE MORE CAPTURE DATA AS STATED BELOW PRIOR TO TRANSFER OF ENEMY COMBATANTS (EC) 2) PRESENT THE CANDIDATES TO THE DETAINEE REVIEW BOARD FOR LOW-LEVEL ENEMY COMBATANT (LLEC) STATUS, AND 3) PROVIDE AS MUCH DATA AS POSSIBLE, IN ORDER FOR JIF TO RECOMMEND THE EC’S FOR GUANTANAMO BAY.

2. 2004, JOINT INTERROGATION FACILITY HAVE AGREED TO ACCEPT DETAINERS, PROVIDED AGREES TO 1) PROVIDE MORE CAPTURE DATA AS STATED BELOW PRIOR TO TRANSFER OF ENEMY COMBATANTS (EC) 2) PRESENT THE CANDIDATES TO THE DETAINEE REVIEW BOARD FOR LOW-LEVEL ENEMY COMBATANT (LLEC) STATUS, AND 3) PROVIDE AS MUCH DATA AS POSSIBLE, IN ORDER FOR JIF TO RECOMMEND THE EC’S FOR GUANTANAMO BAY.
H.

1. POC NAME: SULEIMAN ABDULLAH [MEETS SECEF CRITERIA; NEED MORE CAPTURE DATA]
2. CRITERIA:
   A. AL-QA’IDA PERSONNEL
   B. SUSPECTED OF INVOLVEMENT IN AL-QA’IDA’S EAST AFRICA CELL, SPECIFICALLY AS A FACILITATOR OF AL-QA’IDA’S 1998 ATTACKS AGAINST THE U.S. EMBASSIES IN NAIROBI, KENYA AND DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA.
      ABDULLAH DENIED HAVING DETAILED PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF THE 1998 EMBASSY ATTACKS, BUT ADMITTED THAT HE WAS AWARE OF IMPENDING ATTACKS AND ADMITTED THAT HE WAS RECRUITED AS A FACILITATOR BY AL-QA’IDA OPERATIVES FOR HIS LOCAL KNOWLEDGE, LANGUAGE SKILLS AND BOAT-DRIVING ABILITY.
3. EXPLANATION: SULEIMAN ABDULLAH WAS CAPTURED WITH 1998 EAST AFRICAN EMBASSY BOMBING FUGITIVE FAHID MOHAMMED ALI MUSALAM, WITH WHOM HE TRAINED IN AFGHANISTAN.
4. EVIDENCE: CUSTODIAL DEHARFING SESSIONS OF ABDULLAH REVEALED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
   A. ABDULLAH IS A TANZANIAN NATIONAL BORN 24 SEPTEMBER 1971 IN UNGWA, ZANZIBAR. HE PREVIOUSLY TRAVELED ON TANZANIAN PASSPORT NUMBER A0173854, ISSUED 27 JUNE 1997 WHICH EXPIRED 26 JUNE 2002 AND PASSPORT NUMBER A0016013. HE CURRENTLY HOLDS NO DOCUMENTS.
   B. ABDULLAH FIRST CAME TO KENYA IN 1993 AND STAYED IN NOMBASA WITH 1998 EAST AFRICAN EMBASSY BOMBING FUGITIVE FAHID MOHAMMED ALI MUSALAM, WITH WHOM HE TRAINED IN AFGHANISTAN.
   C. ABDULLAH HAD OBTAINED A FAKE KENyan IDENTIFICATION CARD WHICH INDICATED THAT HIS NAME WAS Issa ABDIKADIR Mohamed.
   D. ABDULLAH DEPARTED KENYA ON A GULF AIR FLIGHT FROM JOMO KENYATTA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT FOR BOMBAY, INDIA, IN 1994. HE AND OTHER COMPAETRETS PROCEEDED TO KARACHI, PAKISTAN, AND WERE RECEIVED BY AL-QA’IDA LEADER MUHTI IqBAL, WHO TOOK THEM TO HARKAT HANSAR TERRORIST TRAINING CAMP IN AFGHANISTAN. THE CAMP WAS RUN BY PAKISTANI NATIONAL Fazul RahmaN AND ABDULLAH'S IMMEDIATE SUPERIOR AT
THE CAMP WAS AN AFGHANI NAMED ABU MALID. IN AFGHANISTAN, ABDULLAH RECEIVED SIX MONTHS OF TRAINING ON ASSAULT RIFLES, EXPLOSIVES AND FIGHTING TECHNIQUES. HE CLAIMED THERE WERE APPROXIMATELY SIX HUNDRED TRAINEES IN THE CAMP.

2. ABDULLAH RETURNED TO MOMBASA WITH MSALAM IN 1995, BUT FREQUENTLY TRAVELED TO NAIROBI AND DAR ES SALAM, TANZANIA. IN TANZANIA, HE MET RASHID SALEM HAMED, A TANZANIAN INVOLVED IN THE 1998 EAST AFRICA BOMBINGS.

3. IN 1996, AL-QA’IDA OPERATIVES WHO HAD TRAINED WITH ABDULLAH IN AFGHANISTAN LEFT KENYA TO TRAIN SOMALI MILITIAS IN SOMALIA. AMONG THE TRAINERS WERE: ISSA OSMAH ISSA, A KENYAN FUGITVE SUSPECTED OF INVOLVEMENT IN THE 28 NOVEMBER 2002 MOMBASA ATTACKS; OMAR ALFAH, A TANZANIAN; AND MSALAM. MEANWHILE, ABDULLAH REMAINED IN MOMBASA UNTIL TWO WEEKS AFTER THE 1998 EAST AFRICA BOMBINGS. HE FLED BY ROAD FROM MOMBASA TO LAMU AND USED THE BOAT M/V MUNAWAR TO TRAVEL TO RAAS KAMBONI, SOMALIA. FOLLOWING ORDERS ISSUED BY MOHAMMED SADIQ ODH, ABDULLAH HANDED THE BOAT OVER TO AL-ITTIHAD AL-ISLAMI (AlAII) LEADER HASAN 'ABDULLAH MERSI, AKA SHAHIB HASAN AL-TURKI IN RAAS KAMBONI. ABDULLAH CLAIMED TO HAVE REMAINED IN SOMALIA FROM THAT POINT FORWARD.

4. ABDULLAH ADMITTED HE WAS AN ASSOCIATE OF:

- MOHAMMED SADIQ ODH - A SAUDI NATIONAL WHO PROVIDED TECHNICAL, ENGINEERING AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT FOR THE 1998 TERRORIST TEAM. BROUGHT EXPLOSIVES USED IN THE NAIROBI BOMBINGS FROM SOMALIA TO LAMU USING HIS BOAT MUNAWAR.

- FAMID MOHAMMED ALI MSALAM - TRAINED WITH ABDULLAH IN AFGHANISTAN. MAINTAINED DIRECT CONTACT WITH USAMA BIN LADIN. IN 1996, MSALAM PROVIDED A SAMPLE OF TNT AND AN ELECTRIC DETONATOR TO ODH FOR CERTIFICATION. IN 1998, MSALAM INFORMED ABDULLAH THAT AL-QA’IDA WAS PLANNING TERRORIST ACTS AGAINST U.S. EMBASSIES, BUT ABDULLAH CLAIMED HE WAS KEPT IGORANT OF THE EXACT LOCATIONS AND THE DATES.

- SHEIKH AHMED SALIM SWEDAN - TRAINED IN AFGHANISTAN WITH ABDULLAH.

- KUALFAN KHANS MOHAMMED - CONVICTED 1998 BOMBER.

- ISSA OSMAH ISSA - WANTED IN CONNECTION WITH THE 2002 MOMBASA ATTACKS.

- SAMIR SALIM BAAMIR - MOMBASA ATTACK FUGITIVE. ABDULLAH SAW BAAMIR WITH ISSA OSMAH ISSA IN SOMALIA AFTER THE MOMBASA ATTACKS AND CLAIMED THEY REMAIN IN SOMALIA.

- FUMO MOHAMMED FUMO, AKA OMAR - A MOMBASA ATTACKS FUGITIVE WHOM ABDULLAH MET IN RAAS KAMBONI IN AUGUST, 1998.

- ABDULLAH ROGO - AN ASSOCIATE OF THE 1998 AND 2002 AL-QA’IDA TERRORISTS.


- AHMED KHALIF GHAILI - ZANZIBARI WHO HE KNEW FROM MOMBASA.

- SAID ABDUSHEIKH SAMUSA - CLOSE ASSOCIATE OF MSALAM AND ODEN. ABDULLAH KNEW HIM IN MOMBASA.

- MUSA ABDUSHEIKH SAMUSA - FRIEND OF ODEN. ABDULLAH KNEW HIM IN MOMBASA.

- ODEN KNEW HIM IN DAR ES SALAM.

- ABDULLAH KNEW HIM FROM MOMBASA.

- JAMAL SALIM SEIF - ABDULLAH MET HIM IN ZANZIBAR IN 1991.

- ALI MANDELLA - ABDULLAH HAS KNOWN HIM SINCE CHILDHOOD.

5. ABDULLAH IDENTIFIED A PHOTOGRAPH OF AN AFGHANI NATIONAL WHO WAS TAKING PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PARADISE HOTEL THREE MONTHS PRIOR TO THE 28 NOVEMBER 2002 BOMBING AS AN INSTRUCTOR AT THE KARAKI KANGAR TRAINING CAMP.
I. ABDULLAH CLAIMS THAT THERE ARE TWO AL-QA'IDA OPERATIVES IN MOGADISHU WHO HE KNOWS AS ABU JABAR AND ABDULKARIM. HE CLAIMS ABDULKARIM WAS A YEMENI WHO WAS COMPUTER SAVVY.

J. FAMILY INFORMATION: ABDULLAH WAS MARRIED TO MAJIDA ABDINASSIR, A SOMALI RESIDENT OF THE LABIODAGUA AREA IN MOGADISHU, IN FEBRUARY 2003. ABDULLAH'S MOTHER, MARIAM SULIMAN HEMED, LIVES IN ZANZIBAR AND HIS FATHER, ABDULLAH SALIM HEMED, DIED IN 2002. ABDULLAH'S BROTHERS ARE: SAIID ABDULLAH SALIM, A RESIDENT OF THE TEMERE AREA IN ZANZIBAR; SALIM ABDULLAH SALIM, RESIDES IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1997. ABDULLAH'S SISTERS ARE: HADIJA ABDULLAH, MARRIED TO NSELM AMER IN UNGuja, ZANZIBAR; REMBA ABDULLAH HEMED SALIM, MARRIED TO MARSHED HEMED AND LIVES IN ZANZIBAR; BIBIYE ABDULLAH SALIM, A RESIDENT OF THE UAE; GAHNI ABDULLAH SALIM, A RESIDENT OF UNGuja, ZANZIBAR; KIBI BI ABDULLAH SALIM, A RESIDENT OF UNGuja, ZANZIBAR.

5. OUTCOME: BAGRAM/GITMO, DETAIN AS A LOW LEVEL ENEMY COMBATANT.